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珈 dO『derTypology of English and Japanese 

-The Direction of Syntactic Organization and a Collon Structu『alPrinciple -

(2) The Direction of珈 acticOr卿mtion

Fulli.o Miyahara 

4. The llrection of Syntactic Organization 

4.0. The Position of the Head Recapitulated 

In the preceding part of this paper, the position of the head has been detenlined for the 

various types of syntactic structures in English and Japanese. 

In section 1, the word order in the basic sentence, the noun phrase, the verb phrase、the

adverbial IIOdification, and the adpositional phrase has bee" exallined. In section 2, the word 

order in the derived sentences such as the interrogative, illperative and exclalliltory sentences 

has been exallined. 

In section 3, the head-dependent relations in these structures have been discussed, and 

the positions of the heads deterllined. It has been dellOnstrated that in Japanese the head 

co醗sat the very end in all the structures and that Japanese is a perfectly head-postposing 

language. It has also been de10nstrated that in English, in contrast, the head co配sat the 

front in oost of the structures. It co配sat the front in the verb phrase, the adpositional 

phrase, and in all the derived sentences. In the noun phrase and the adverbial IIOdification, 

the head can be preceded by so恥 si.llpletypes of dependents, but it regularly precedes the 

other types of dependents, which are the 11ajority. English is a predollinantly head-pre印sing

language. 

The results obtained so far are su皿amedas Table 4. In each structure, the underlined 

part IS the head, and the other parts are all dependents. 

ENGLISH JAPANESE 

HEAD HEAD 

Figure l'!Clause) s V 

゜
S 0 V 

Figure 2'(Noun Phrase) D/A N DIAIAPlAC N 

Figure 3'!Verb Phrase) V1 V2も V̀V5 V v v5 V4も V2 L 
Figure 4'!Adverbial脳．IADV H ADV I ADVP I ADVC ADV/ADVP/ADVC H 

Figure 5'[Adpositional P.) PREP 『P NP POSTP 

Figure 6'（底I’゚ Q.) g svo sov Q 

Figure 7'（紛叫 墾 svo sov Q 

Figure 8'[Illperative) 圃 svo sov 圃

Figure 9'(Exclanatory) EXCL svo sov EXCL 

fable 4. The Position of the Head in Syntactic Structures 
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4. t The Direction of Syntactic O『ga,ization

In each of the structures in Table 4, the head is the essential element, and all the other 

ele11ents are dependent on it. The syntactic function of the dependent ele11ents is subsu配din 

the function of the head, and therefore the function of the whole structure becomes identical 

vith that of the head. And this vhole structure in its turn can enter into a larger structure 

by functioning as a dependent of the head of this larger structure. 

In that ne11 desi, for instance, that and ne11 are dependent on desk, vhich is the head of 

the structure. The head is a noun, and the vhole phrase is a noun phrase, and this can enter 

into a larger structure such as on that ne11 desl. In this larger structure, the noun phrase 

that ne11 desl is dependent on the preposition o几 Itcan depend on the preposition by virtue 

of the function of desl as a noun. This nev structure has a preposition as its head、and

therefore can again enter into a still larger structure by virtue of the preposition Oil vhich 

is the head, as in lying on that ne11 desl. Or the prepositional phrase can enter into a noun 

phrase as in the bool on that ne11 desl. It nov functions as an adjectival phrase dependent on 

the noun booi, vhich is the head of this larger noun phrase. 

This indicates that s即lier structures are incorporated and organized into larger 

structures step by step by virtue of their head. We find here an organization of words into 

larger structures in the direction f ro11 dependents to heads, vhich can theoretically be 

repeated infinitely. Syntax can be vieved in general as a配tterof cyclic organization of 

words in the direction fron dependents to heads. This process of syntactic organization can be 

grasped in ter11S of •the direction of syntactic organization,・ and can be shown figuratively by 

a horizontal arrow as in:→ or←. 

In that ne11 desi, for instance, the direction of syntactic organization is fr暉 leftto 

right as in t~炉'i, because desl is the head. In on that ne11 desi, on the other hand、

the direction of syntactic organization is f ron right to left as in 遁且~est, although 

叫thinthe dependent part that ne11 desi, the direction re11ains f ro1 left to right as：→． 

Strictly speati.ng, therefore, the syntactic organization should be diagra皿edas: 

onth~哄

In lying on that ne11 desk, the main direction goes f ro1 right to left, because lying is 

the head of the phrase, although there are tvo sub-directions, one f roa left to right for the 
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noun phrase and the other f ron right to left for the prepositional phrase as in: 

lying on th~ 

In the booi on that詑11desi, the main direction is fron left to right (fro11 the to boo~, 

while containing three sub-directions as in: 

the book on t~k 

コ

4. 2. In the Noun Plvase 

In the noun phrase, the noun is the head and the other ele配ntslike deterlliners, 

adjectives, adjectival phrases and adjectival clauses are all its dependents. 

In the noun phrase in Japanese, all the dependents co配 beforethe head noun. The 

direction of syntactic organization is f ro11 left to right as in：→． The direction of 

syntactic organization in the Japanese noun phrase can be diagraued as in: ~—-J. 

In the noun phrase in English, dependents of siJlple structure like D and A co配 before

the head noun, but others lite AP and AC (with their head at the beginning) co配 afterthe head 

noun. Thus there are t印 oppositedirections running in BOst noun phrases in English. There 

are two opposite forces working in the員． Thiscan be shown as in:財い亭

The direction of syntactic organization in the noun phrase in Japanese and English can be 

contrastively shown as in Figure 2''. 

ENGLISH JAPAN防E

皿 N鱈 皿胆紅＿』

Figure 2". The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the Noun Phrase 

4.l In the Verb Phrase 

In the verb phrase, the finite ele11ent is the head of the structure, and the other 

elements are all its dependents whether they are auxiliaries or full verbs. In both English 

and Japanese, only one ele配ntis in the finite, and this is the head. 

In English, the head of the verb phrase co配sat the begiJ血 g. This ele配ntcontains 

both tense and IOdalitr, that is, it is either in the present tense or節sttense and either 

瞑 alassertion or non-llOdal assertion. This finite part always co配sat the beginning in the 

verb phrase in English. As the head is on the extre配 leftof the phrase, the direction of 
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syntactic organization is fro■ right to left as in: ~ V.. To be 110re exact, the 

饂 verbV is directly dependent on Vs, while this Vs in its turn is dependent on vヽ•In a 

sillilar way, V4 is dependent on V3, V3 on V2, and finally ¥2 on V1. In this way, the verb 

phrase ele配ntsare successively and cu11ulatively dependent on the one on their left until all 

the ele齢ntsare ultilately dependent on the leftllost ele配nt¥1, which is finite and is head 

of the whole verb phrase. 

In Japanese, the head of the verb phrase co齢sat the end, at the rightlOSt position. All 

the other ele配ntsprecede it, and they are successively dependent on the ele配ntsinediately 

f olloving the11. The direction of syntactic organization and dependency can be shown as in: 

V ~l• 

The contrast between the English verb phrase and the Japanese verb phrase with regard to 

the direction of syntactic organization can be shown as in Figure 3". 

ENGLISH 

V1....12 も Y4 Ys V 

JAPAll胚E

V Vs V4_も __h__,__V1 

Figure 3". The Direction of Syntactic OrganizatiQn 

in the Verb Phrase 

4.4. In the“”磁Ildfication 
In the adverbial砿 ification,adverbials 11odify adjectives, adverbs or verbs. In this 

type of constructions, the adverbials are dependents and the others are heads. In Figures 4 

and f, these heads are represented by the symbol H. 

In English, so配 adverbscan co配 beforethe head, but other adverbs and the other types 

of adverbial dependents co配 afterthe head. The direction of syntactic organization in the 
adverbial lodification in English i.s therefore partly fro● left to right, and 10Stly fro員 right

to left. 面 oppositedirections are at wort here, but the one fro■ right to left i.s stronger. 

Thi.s i.s in parallel with the situation泥 findfor the noun phrase. The_ directions in the 

adverbial IOdification in函lishcan be shown as in: AD_!_』削lADVPlADVC.

In Japanese, on the other hand, all the adverbial lodifiers precede the head. All the 

dependents co配 beforethe head. The direction of organization in the adverbial lodification 

in Japanese is fro1 left to right just as in the noun phrase and the verb phrase. Thi.s can be 

shown as in: ~H. 
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4.5. In the鳩“itionalPhrase 

In the adpositional phrase, the adposition is the head, a1id the noun phrase is the 

dependent. The ・ direction of syntactic organization ・ is the ref ore f ro11 the noun phrase to the 

adposition. 

In English, the adposition is the preposition, which is placed before the noun phrase. 

The direction therefore is fro1 right to left, towards the direction of the preposition. This 

can be shown as in: PRE.l狸

In Japanese, the postposition is used instead, which is placed after the noun phrase. The 

direction of syntactic organization in the Japanese adpositional phrase is therefore fro1 left 

to right just as in the cases of the noun phrase, the verb phrase, and the adverbial IIOdifi-

f ication. This can be shown as in:皿堕匹・

The direction of syntactic organization in the adpositional phrase in English and Japanese 

can be contrasted as in Figure 5". 

ENGLISH 

P饂 NP

JAPANESE 

N虞 STP

Figure 5". The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the Adpositional Phrase 

4. 6. In the De『iYedSentences 

In the derived sentences like interrogative, i.nperative, and excla員atorysentences, the 

derived-sentence markers such as Q, IMP, and EXCL are the head, and the other constituents like 

S, V, and O are dependents. We have seen this in sections 3. 6, and 4 above. 

In the yes-no interrrogative sentence, the question即rkerQ co配sat the front before the 

clause structure SVO in English, while the Q co配sat the end after the clause structure SOY in 

Japanese. The direction of syntactic organization in the interrogative sentence is fro11 right 

to left in English while that in Japanese is fro11 left to right as in Figure 6": 

ENGLISH JAPANESE 

Q墨 SJ1LQ 

Figure 6". The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the Yes—’゜ Question
The direction is the sane in the wh-interrogative sentence. In English the wh-question 

narker is at the front, and the clause ele配ntof the sentence is organized in the direction of 

this head ;iかQ. In Japanese, wh-words can take variable places both in declarative and 
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interrogative sentences, and therefore wh-questions are皿rkedas questions only vi.th the 

question駆rkerQ just as in the ye~no question. The direction of syntactic organization is 

the sa配 asin the res-no question. 

ENGLISH 

樅 0

JAPANESE 

S四＿→O

Figure 7'. The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the紛InterrogativeSentence 

In the i11perative sentence, the illperative配rieris the head、andthe clause part (SVO or 

SOY) is dependent on it. The direction of syntactic organization is fro11 the clause ele配ntto 

the illperative 11arker. In English, the illperative即rkercones before the clause structure, 

and in Japanese the illperative馳rkerco11es after the clause structure. The direction of 

syntactic organization in the tvo languages can be represented as m Figure 8". 

ENGLISH JAPANESE 

咽 Svo SOV 暉

Figure 8". The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the lllperative Sentence 

In the excla配torysentence as詑lLthe derived sentence narker EXCL is the head, and the 

clause part is the dependent. The direction of syntactic organization, which should always be 

f ro11 the dependent to the head, is fro1 the clause part to the the head圃 inthe excla駆tory

sentence. 

In English the即rkerEXCL co配sbefore the SVO、andin Japanese it co配safter the clause 

SOV. The direction in English is f ro11 right to left, and that in Japanese is f ro11 left to 

right.. The directions are just the sa配 asin the interrogative sentence. These can be sho罰

as in Figure 9''. 

ENGLISH 

邸CL Svo 
JAPANESE 

SOV _E料L

Figure 9". The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the Excla駆torySentence 

4. 7. In tile Basic Sentence or C纏”

We have seen in section 12. 6. that the head of the basic sentence, or rather clause, is 

V, and that the other ele配nts、Sand 0, are its dependents. It seens that S and O do not have 
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any dependence relationship to each other. They are there in the sentence as dependents of V 

for their ovn respective functions. The direction of syntactic organization bet翫 nO and V is 

f ro11 0 to V and that bet翫 nS and V is fron S to V. 

In English, where V precedes O but not S, there are tw opposite directions at vort One 

is fro11 0 to V, which is fro■ right to left as in 11ost of the other phrases ve have exallined so 

far. The other one is fro11 S to V, which is f ro11 left to right as is found in so配 casesin 

the noun phrase and adverbial llOdif ication. The tw directions in the basic sentence in 

English can be shown as inふし0.

In Japanese, on the other hand, there is just one direction of syntactic organization rn 

the basic sentence-just as in all the other structures. Both O and S go fro11 left to right 

towards the position of V. Here ve have just one straight line of syntactic dependency and 

organization, which is fro員leftto right as in: U →!. 

The direction of syntactic organization in the basic sentence in English and Japanese can 

be su1111arized as in Figure l". 

ENGLISH 

ふV』

JAPANESE 

s__o_v 

Figure l". The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the Basic Sentence or Clause 

4.l Saary of the INrections of珈 acticOr卿 tion

We have exallined the direction of syntactic organization in the配insyntactic structures 

in the fofll of the noun phrase, the adverbial 110dification, the verb phrase、theadpositional 

phrase, the basic sentence, and the interrogative sentence, the i11perative sentence、andthe 

excla配torysentence. 

We have seen that the direction of syntactic organization in Japanese is very straight-

forYard, that it is perfectly uni-directional fro員 leftto right, f ro11 the beginning to the end 

of the structure as in: → .The directions are in perfect har110ny across the different 

structures. 

In English, the direction is f ro1 right to left in)l()St of the cases as in:← .This 

is so in nost of the noun phrases and adverbial IIOdifications, and is regularly so in the verb 

phrase, the adpositional phrase and the derived sentences. 

The direction of syntactic organization in English, however, is not co11pletely unifor11. 

rt is not uni-directional. 恥 findtwo directions at work in the noun phrase and the adverbial 
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nodification. This double direction appears to be the basic characteristic of the English叩rd

order. This is s向 licallyseen in the clause structure SVO. Here詑 findtwo opposite 

directions at work as in:ふV』 Mostof the structures have the sa醗 directionas that in 

'LJ). However, so配 ofthe dependents in the noun phrase and adverbial nodification have the 

sane direction as that in S V. 

We can su血 rizethe directions of syntactic organization in the t印 languagesas in 

Figure切'below.

ENGLISH JAPAllESE 

HEAD HEAD 

Figure l" (Clause) s_』← S O.） V 

Figure 2" ~oun Phrase) 叫し←」肛AC 叫 lAPIAC>" 
Figure 3" (Verb Phrase) ỳ ≪V？も V4y5 V v v5 V, v3 V2ふ

Figure 4" (Adverbial駆．l皿 H. ADVIADVP/ADVC ADV/ADVP/ADYC ~ H 

Figure 5" (Mposit. P.) 隋"鴫 BP NP POS1P 

Figure 6" !Yes/No Q) Q←一翌0 SOL_ Q 

Figure 7'佃Q) 圃 0 sov 

゜Figure 8" (lllperat1ve} 響←一翌0 sov コ 麗

Figure炉 (Excla駆tory) EXい 0 sov 直l EXCL 

Table 5. The Direction of Syntactic Organization 

in the Clause, Phrases, and Sentences in English and Japanese 

5.1. 珈晒←厖躙幽"Relationslipand Syntactic llera『曲

5.1.1. The Function of the Head 

The structures set out in Figures 2'through 5'in Table 5 above are all phrases, and they 

function as part of the basic sentence (or clause). They function in this vay by virtue of the 

head ele配ntof the structure. A noun phrase i'lth its noun as head can be co動inedwith a 

preposition. for instance, and beco配 dependenton it, thus f orning a prepositional phrase. 

This prepositional phrase can co血ine叫 ha noun phrase by functioning as an adjectival 

phrase, producing a larger noun phrase. Or it can co動inewith a full verb in a verb phrase by 

functioning as an adverbial modifier, forning a larger verb phrase. It can do this by virtue 



，
 of the prerposition, which is its head. 

S11aller phrases thus enter into larger phrases by virtue of their head word, forlling oore 

and nore conplex structures until they finally torn essential ele訳ntsof the clause S, V, and 

0. So11e phrases enter into S、othersinto 0, and still others becone part of V. Fornation of 

nore and 11ore conplex structures is none other than for the sake of f orning the unit clause, or 

the basic sentence. This successive build咽 upof larger structures is nade possible through 

the.head of each structure. 

In the derived sentences, the clause beco齢 partof the structure, and is dependent on 

the derived-sentence narker O.圃， orEXCL. 

5.1. 2. Syntactic llera『呵

There is thus a hierarchy aEOng the structures which successively collbine to torn larger 

structures by vay of head-dependent relationship. This hierarchy in Eng胆hcan be shown 

diagraJl11atically as in Table 6. 

The vertical arrows going out of one structure and enter咽 intoanother in Table 6 show 

hov a given structure enters into another as one of its dependents. The horizontal arrow under 

each structure indicates the direction of syntactic organization within the structure, as 

defined in section 4. 

Beginning叫hthe botto員 ofthe figure、aprepositional phrase Yith a preposition as head 

can enter into a nu虚 rof different structures. It can enter into a structure of adverbial 

即d廿icationYith an adjective as its head as in the structure (2) of Figure 4". This is 

shown by the far-left vertical arrow leading fron the structure [PREP NP]. This structure 

functions as an adverbial phrase llOd訂ingan adjective in 12). 

The prepositional phrase can also enter into a structure of adverbial 11odification Yith an 

adverb as its head, as sholill by the structure (4) of Figure 4". It functions there as an 

adverbial phrase again. 

The sa配 prepositionalphrase can enter into still another kind of adverbial llOdification. 

This tiDe it has a 11ain verb as its head. It functions there as an adverbial phrase llOdifying 

a 11ain verb. This functioning is sholi!l by the arrow leading into the structure (3) of Figure 

4". 

The fourth arrow leading fron Figure 5" shows hov a prepositional phrase can function in 

a noun phrase. It can function as an adjectival phrase as sho罰 inFigure 2". 
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Fig. 6" 、[Q旦 O] [Sentence 12)) 

Fig. 7・［圃仁O] (Sentence (3)) 

Fig.8・［響逗0] !Sentence (4)) 
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[Sentence (5)) 

Fig. 3• 

Fig. 4• 

Ill

似

[Clause=Basic Sentence 

=Sentence (1)) 
(Verb Phra況）

[Noun Phrase) 

~ain-Verb Phrase) 

(Adjective Phrase (1)) 

(Adjective Phrase (2)) 

(Adverb Phrase) 

Fig. 5• [ P R E Pユ］ 『repositionalPhrase) 

Table 6. The Hierarchy of Syntactic Structures in English 



5.1.2.1. The structures. of adverbial IIOdification contained in Figure 4" are those headed by 

an adjective, an adverb, or a駈linverb. They can therefore function as an adjective or 

adjectival phrase, as an adverbial phrase, or as a駆in-verbphrase. The structure (2), with 

an adjective as its head follo躙 byadverbials, can enter into a noun phrase in Figure 2" and 

function there as an adjectival phrase. The structure (4), with an adverb with it head, can 

function as an adverbial nodifier. It can therefore enter into the structure (2), where it 

nodifies an adjective. It can however also enter into a structure with a駈linverb as its 

head, i.e. the structure (3) of Figure 4", and function there as a llOdifier of a nain verb. 

This larger structure, consisting of a馳inverb and its adverbial 11odifiers, can enter into a 

predicate verb phrase in Figure 3", which functions as V of SVO. 

The structure (1) in Figure 4" represents the cases where an adjective as head of the 

structure is 10dified by one or rore than one adverb preceding it. This type of structure is 

called ・adjective phrase・ in section l. 2. 2. And it has been noted that it has its head at the 

end, and that it can be placed before a noun in such a vay that the head of the llOdifier can 

stand side by side with the head of the noun phrase. This is shown by the line leading tron 

this structure and entering into AP in the noun phrase in Figure 2". 

5.1.2.2. The noun phrase in Figure 2" can enter into the clause structure in Figure l". It 

can enter into the clause structure by functioning there as S or 0. The noun phrase of the 

sa11e structure can be used either as S or O in English. There is no reason to differentiate 

between the kind of noun前ichfunctions as S and the kind which functions as O as far as their 

syntactic structures are concerned. Noun phrases themselves have no for配l即rkerto tell 

前ichof the■ can function as S and which as 0, as observed in section 3. 2. 6. above. 

5.1.2.l The structure in Figure 3''has been called •verb phrase• so far, but it should 

ratherbe called •finite-verb phrase• in contrast with the so-called油in-verbphrase.• It can 

contain a finite auxiliary verb, V1, or it can be just one finite full verb. This predicate-

verb phrase enters into the SVO structure as the unit clause in English. It functions as Y in 

the SVO structure solely by virtue of its finite ele配nt,which is the head. And this V 

governs both S and O to font the clause. 

5.1.2.4. The clause structure in Figure l" can enter into a unit above it. It can be a 

declarative sentence by itself, or it can be co即inedwith a question即rkerto fon an 

interrogative sentence, or with an illperative配rkerto ton an illperative sentence, or with an 

exclamation narker to for1 an excla駆torysentence. The clause structure SVO beco配sdependent 

on one of these馳rkers,and for1 a sentence which typically functions as a question, couand, 

or excla配tionin discourse. 

11 
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5.tl The油 rRants of扉鵬

Let us now revi四 Table6 f ro1 the top d叩nto the botto1. 

T~e structures in Figures 6" through (J'are sentences, which ve have called'derived 

sentences'in contrast with the basic sentence. They are exponents ot tn•~ unit sentence, which 
is the highest unit in syntax. 

Next co員esthe structure in Figure l". This is the unit clause. The structure SVO is 

the 11inilu員essentialsof the clause structure. This is the unit one rant below the sentence. 

We now co配 tothe units which馳keup the clause. They are phrases. As long as ve have 

two noun phrases and one finite-verb phr栖e,ve are able to construct a clause. The noun 

phrases and the finite-verb phrase are the prilary naterial for血kingsentences. 恥 cancall 

the11'prilary'constituents of the clause. 

The adjective phrases and adjectival phrases are駆terialsfor駆tingnoun phrases. 

Main-verb phrases are 11aterials vhicb help _11ake finite-verb phrases {or predicate-verb phrases}. 

These phrases are thus llilterials for駆kingup prilary phrases. We can call the1'secondary' 

phrases. 

The adverbial phrases,曲ichcan be used to IIOdify adjectival phrases and 1ain-verb 

phrases、arenext to the secondary phrases in rank. 恥 cancall the1'tertiary" phrases. So配

tertiary !adverbial) phrases can also function as modifiers of other tertiary !adverbial) 

phrases. 

Prepositional phrases can function as adjectival phrases or adverbial phrases by IOdifying 

noun phrases or verb ;,hrases．仇1this point they are equt,alent to adjectival phrases as 

secondary phrases and adverbial phrases as tertiary phrases. However, they can also function 

as modifiers of adjectival phrases and 1ain-verb phrases，曲icb配ansthat they can function as 

nodifiers of tertiary phrases as veil. In this sense, prepositional phrases are belov the 

tertiary phrases in rank, and should be regarded as fourth-order phrases. 

We have thus four different ranks of phrases -prilary, secondary, tertiary and 

fourth-order phrases. Phrases of lover ranks enter into those of higher rants by VIrtue of 

their head. This syntactic organization is repeated until it reaches the rant of clause. 

However, these different types of structures are not rigidly ranked in scale. Just as a 

noun phrase can contain a prepositional phrase, a prepositional phrase can contain a noun 

phrase. A prepositional phrase can be dependent on a noun, and lii面況 anoun phrase can be 

dependent on a preposition. Here ve have cases of uutual e枷dding.



枷 eover,a noun phrase can contain a clause as one of its dependents as shown by the 

呻 olAC in Figure 2". And this noun phrase can be the NP part of the prepositional pnrJse 

in Figure 5". Indeed, the clause structure as in Figure l" can be part of any one of the 

structures (2), 13) and 14) of Figure 4", and part of the structure in Figure 2•, and― hence of 

the clause structure in Figure l". And this clause structure can of course get do罰 tothe 

bottom again into the prepositional structure in Figure 5". Phrases can be part of clauses, 

and clauses can be part of phrases. We have a rankshift here, a閲 tt1isproduces the 

theoretical possibility of infinite co11plexity of syntactic structure. 

However, rankshift is not an end in itself, but 11erely a配ansof forming more and 110re 

complex clause structures. Clauses can be part of prepositional phrases, for instance, but 

this forning of clause-containing prepositional phrases is not an end in itself, because these 

co11plex prepositional phrases are again nade into part of a clause. The ulti.Date aill of 

constructing various phrases in syntactic organization is to torn clauses and sentences ot 

various degrees of co1plexity. The different types of phrases詑 havedistinguished above are 

thus ranked on a scale fro1 the lover places to higher places in a hierarchy of dependency as 

in Table 7. 

11) Prillary Phrases : Noun Phrases & Finite-Verb Phrases 

12) Secondary Phrases : Adjective Phrases, Adjectival Phrases & Main-Verb Phrases 

13) Tertiary Phrases : Adverbial Phrases 

14) Fourth-Order Phrases: Prepositional Phrases 

Table 7. Four Ranks of Phrases in English 

5.2. A St『uctu『alPrinciple 

5. 2.1. The llrection of珈 acticOrganization 

We have seen in section 4 that each syntactic structure is organized in the direction fro.I 

the dependent constituent to the head constituent. We have confir配dthat the direction in 

Japanese is regularly fro11 left to right as in:→ .We have also seen that in English the 

direction is f ro11 right to left in 11ost cases as in:← ,although in other cases the 

direction is the opposite as in:→ .These directions have been set out in Table 5. 

More specifically, the table shows that in Japanese the direction in the noun phrase 

(Figure 2"), the finite verb phrase IFigure 3"), the adverbial modification (Figure 4") and 

the postpositional phrase IFigure 5"} is the sa11e as the direction in the clause (Figure l"). 
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In the case of English, the situation is rather conplex. In the finite-verb phrase 

(Figure 3") and the prepositional phrase !Figure 5"）、 thedirection is f ro11 right to left. 

ln the noun phrase and the adverbial modification. on the other hand, ve fl閲 twopposite 

directio応 co-existentin the same phrase. While即stof the dependents have thedirection troll 

right to left (←) as in the cases of the finite-verb phrase and the prepositional phrase, 

other dependents have the opposite direction（→）． 

Thus the do11inant or 11ajor direction in English is the sa11e as that f ron O to V in the 

clause I←-）， while the ninor direction. is the sa配 asthat fro11 S to V:I —叶．

5. 2. 2. The Ranks of Syntactic Organization 

We have seen in sections 5.1. 3 that the phrase ts lover than the clause in rank, and that 

various phrases play their syntactic roles by entering into the structures higher in rank. 

Phrases are essentially there in syntax tor the sole and ulti馳tepurpose of forlling clauses 

and sentences by being orga皿edinto structures of upper ranks. 

This upward syntactic nove駅ntis shown by the vertical arrows in Table 7, in contrast to 

the horizontal arrows,'llhich show the direction of syntactic organization within a structure. 

The・ vertical arrows show the direction in which structures of lover ranks go into those ot 

upper ranks. 

5.2.l The Direction of Syntactic Organization and t紐Rank

Phrases exist for the sate of forni.ng more co11plex phrases and clauses. Phrases obtain 

their syntactic value by being organized into structures of upper ranks. Phrases of upper 

rants contain phrases of lover ranks, each of which has its own direction of syntactic 

orga皿ation. Therefore they contain a co11posite of directions, which llilY or 11ay not be in the 

sa即 directio応．

The identity or difference of the direction.'i of syntactic organization vithin a given 

phrase 11ust have a considerable importance in syntax. There should be a considerable 

difference in effect between the type of structure where all the directions are the sa11e and 

the type where the directions are different. The former type wuld be 11uch easier for the llind 

to porcess than the latter, because in the tor配rtype the則ndcan continue to follow the sa配

direction all the vay through叫houtsvitching bad and forth. It can be presuned the ref ore 

that languages tend to favour the for配rtype. 



5. 2.4. A Structural Principle 

5.H.1. Phrase Follon Close 

The structural pr叩 plewhich can be observed in the syntax of English and Japanese, and 

presunably in all languages, is that the direction of syntactic organization in the phrases 

tends to take the sa11e as in the clause. 

This principle is perfectly observed in Japanese. In all the phrases the direction is 

tro員 leftto right, and this is the sa即 asin the clause, which is the basic sentence. 

Because the head V of the clause is placed at the end, the direction of syntactic organization 

in the clause is fro11 left to right, and accordingly the direction in the phrases, which are 

lower in rank, should also恥 fro11left to right. Japanese follows this principle faithfully. 

Moreover, it carries over the principle to the derived sentences as veil. The direction of 

syntactic orga皿ationin the mterrogative, illperative, and excla11atory sentences is the same 

as in the clause. The clause occupies the central position in syntactic organization, and the 

direction of organization in this structure is copied by the lower ranks(phrases) and by the 

upper rank (sentences) as veil. ・ Phrases foil叩 theclause, and sentences follow the clause. 

The central unit of syntactic organization is the clause, and therefore it is convenient to 

have the sa配 directionin the phrases and sentences as in the clause. This is the principle 

of syntactic organization followed by Japanese. 

In English, on the other hand, there are t叩 oppositedirections in the ・ central unit 

clause itself. The one is fro員 0to V凡餅 andthe other f ro11 S to V(S11 The direction of 

syntactic orga皿ationin the phrases nostly follovs the one froヽ0to V. This is from right 

to left as in :•—. 11 other cases, however, the direction follows the one bet瞑 nS and V. 

This is from left to right as in:―-. 
English is a language vhich is 110re inclined to have the direction fro員 rightto left. 

The head V, or rather the finite v, governs a lot of dependents. It does not oniy take an 

object. It often takes two objects, or a co11ple配nt,or an object and a conple配nt,together 

~th various adverbial IIOdifiers. The relation bet詑enV and the de訳ndentsfolio叩lgit is 

11uch heavier than the relation bet翫 nS and V. This suggests that the direction, or pulL 

fro11 nght to left, is 11uch stronger than the direction fron left to right. Therefore, 1t is 

11ore natural for the phrases to follow the stronger right-to-left direction as they enter into 

the clause structure. 

However, the other direction is still at叩riin the clause, and accordingly so配 phrases

such as the noun phrase and the structures of adverbial llodification i1llo11 this reverse 
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direction within their structures when their constituents are sillple in structure. This is the 

structural principle followed by English as an SVO language. Most of the European languages 

have adopted the sa配 principle,but perhaps to a lesser extent than English. 

The 駆jordirection of syntactic organization in the clause is f ro11 right to left 

as:← ， and the血orone is f ro11 left to right as:→． In the units of lover rants 

晒 e,major direction is← ,and the Ii.nor one is→.  

This use of two directions --the stronger right-to-left direction I...,ー） andthe 

如aterleft-to-right direction I→) -can be regarded as a structural principle adopted by 

English and perhaps by other SVO languages as veil. The Japanese language, on the other hand, 

sticks to just one direction. 

5.2.4.2. A COIIOft St『ucturalPrinciple 

Although English and Japanese have different word orders and therefore appear to follow 

different structural principles, they actually follow a couon structural principle at its 

basis. The apparent differences result fro1 the fact that they follow a couon principle. 

This co_uon principle can perhaps be stated as a general structural principle of language 

as in the follo尊 •The constituents in the clause are organized in the direction of V. 

Those in the phrases also are organized in the s謹edirection as in the clause. If there are 

tvo opposite directions in the clause because V is between S and 0, the one f ro11 0 to V is 

stronger, and the constituents in the phrases nostly follow the stronger direction and partly 

follow the詑akerone.• 
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